User Guide v1.0
Air Quality Measurement using
an Electronic Diffusion Tube (EDT)
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Introduction
1

INTRODUCTION

AQGateway is a complete system for measuring polluting gas concentrations. The system
can stand alone to measure polluting gases or can be used with multi-parameter networks
to provide high quality data at critical locations.

1.1

Process Overview

The Air Quality Monitoring system has three components :

The Electronic Diffusion Tube(EDT)- The monitoring device



The AQGateway App – an android only app that sets the monitoring parameters used
by the EDT and manages the data transfer



AQGateway– cloud based data processing and repository accessed through your
browser

The EDT is fitted with Alphasense built sensors that measure polluting gases. Using the
AQGateway App, data is transferred from the EDT to the AQGateway Cloud where the raw
data is processed with proprietary. Once processed, your air quality data is ready for review
or download.
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2 THE ELECTRONIC DIFFUSION TUBE (EDT)
The EDT houses an electrochemical gas sensor which will measure gas concentrations in its
vicinity. The EDT can house only one sensor at a time but a number of different sensor
options are available depending on the measuring requirement. The EDT itself is a robust
unit designed for use both indoors and, with its separate external housing, outdoors.
It comprises:-

2.1



Inner casing with main PCB, batteries, temperature/ RH sensor and sensor PCB



Electrochemical gas sensor



Outer casing (two parts)



O-rings (2 off) and silica gel

EDT Sensor Options

While sensors are linear to high concentrations, the EDT is optimised for low ppb
measurements. The 16 bit A/D converter ensures good resolution at low concentrations, but
this limits the maximum concentration that can be logged. Going beyond these
concentrations will not damage the sensor, but will impact on the EDT’s ability to log these
concentrations accurately.
The following table sets out the EDT Range in this table. A/D electronic resolution is specified
and an approximate Limit of Detection (LoD, LDL) is quoted below.
Sensor Range

EDT Range

A/D resolution

LoD (3x𝛔)

ppm

ppm

ppb

ppb

CO-A4

500

15

0.9

8

CO-AF

2000

70

3

20

H2S-A4

50

5

0.15

2
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NH3-AF

100

100

7

40

NO-A4

20

10

0.5

5

NO2-A43F

20

5

1.0

8

OX-A431

20

5

1.0

8

SO2-A4

50

10

0.6

6

If there is a requirement for increased range, please contact Alphasense directly at
Sensors@Alphasense.com

2.2

EDT Batteries

The EDT is supplied fitted with two long life, lithium thionyl chloride(Li-SOCI2 14500), size AA
non-rechargeable batteries, rated at 3.6VDC with nominal 2.0Ah capacity. If the batteries
are not fitted and need to be installed (USA regulations demand that batteries must be
shipped separately), please go to Appendix C – Changing the Batteries in the EDT.,
This type of lithium battery will show an initial decrease of up to 0.1 to 0.3V, then stabilise,
and remain at this battery voltage until within 5% of its end of life. As the batteries
approach the last 5% of capacity, battery voltage will decrease rapidly (about one wee
usage left).
NOTE: If battery voltage is below 2.9volts, the EDT will stop functioning . While data
already logged will not be lost, no further logging will take place..

2.3

Battery Usage in the EDT

The EDT uses two batteries in order to maximize battery lifetime. Although it is good
practice to change both batteries at the same time, this is not essential because the EDT
battery isolating circuit will use both batteries efficiently; it will not drain one battery into the
other While the EDT can operate effectively with only one battery, this will result with half
the lifetime, typically 4 to 5 months.

2.4 EDT Placement
The EDT is supplied with an external housing to facilitate its placement in a variety of
external locations. This external housing provides a clean look and protects the device
from the elements. In general, avoid positioning near doors and in direct sunlight.
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In terms of placement, it is best to put the EDT at a height that reflects the environment and
so that the data collected reflects the average air quality environment.
Examples


Schools : - it is best to mount at about 1m to 1.5m height in schools, the approximate
same level as students’ breathing.



Offices : - it should be at seated height



Warehouses : - place an EDT at the loading docks, another in the offices and a third
in the storage bays.

When using the EDT in a fixed site, the EDT must be placed in the external housing with the
dust filter facing downward. Slide the EDT module through the fixing clip as shown below,
with the Alphasense icon pointing up in the external housing and the membranes facing
downward, with the wide portion of the unit touching the clip. Close the lid and gently nip
the sides together to fit under the screw heads. Tighten screws firmly with a 4mm Hex key.
For security, a cable tie may be threaded through the complete assembly as shown if
required. This provides a clean look, inconspicuous appearance and weather protection
for the EDT. An additional hole allows you to fit your own security tag to avoid tampering or
theft

NOTE : The EDT is ideally mounted 2 to 3 meters from the ground and away from
direct sunlight at a height that reflects the environment.

2.4.1

Wall Mounting

Wall mounted The external housing allows a flush fit to a flat surface.
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2.4.2

Post Mounting

The external housing is designed to accommodate the “TamTorque” system widely used in
industry. The two machined recesses allow the “TamTorque” strap to sit flush to the back
plate while the outer protective shield is down. Alternatively cable ties can be used to
secure to a post
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3

THE AQGATEWAY APP

The AQGateway App is the interface between the EDT and the cloud based data processer.
The AQGateway App is available for download on Google Play Store and is currently only
available for Android devices.

3.1

Key Features

The App is the interface between the User and the EDT. Using the App, a user can


Set the logging interval at which the EDT will record data



Download the data recorded by the EDT



Upload the data recorded by the EDT for processing to the AQGateway Cloud



Delete data from the EDT, clearing down the data storage area



Delete downloaded recordsets from the android device data storage area



Monitor battery voltage

.

3.2 App requirements


Communication between the App and the EDT uses Bluetooth Low Energy(BLE)..
Android devices must have Bluetooth version 4.2 and above to communicate with
the EDT



The App requires android Version 8.0 or above. While it may operate with earlier
versions, results may be variable.



The app requires that both Bluetooth and location services are activated.



In order for data to be uploaded from the gateway device to the Cloud, a wifi
connection must be available.

3.3 App Access
In order to access the App, a user needs a device specific PIN which is generated from the
AQGateway.com. See the Getting Started Guide
NOTE : The AQGateway App is currently Android only.
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4 THE AQGATEWAY CLOUD
Using the App, logged EDT data is transferred to the AQGateway processing engine where
raw data is converted to parts per billion (ppb) readings.
Each batch of data is given a source reference by the App that identifies which EDT
generated the data and when the data was uploaded. Once the data is uploaded, it will
get a unique batch id.
To ensure data integrity, all records are validated and any which fall outside the expected
range of values will not be included in the final processed file.
The validated raw data is then processed using a series of proprietary algorithms. The
processed data is referred to as compensated data.

4.1

Application of the Algorithm

The EDT measures the current from the Working Electrode (WE) and the Auxiliary Electrode
(AE). Within the EDT, these currents are digitised and transmitted as A/D (ADC) counts.
When transferred to the Cloud, these measurements are converted into concentration
values using four proprietary algorithms. At the simplest level, the algorithms use the two
electrode measurements along with sensor-specific calibration coefficients and generic
sensor-type parameters.

4.1.1

Understanding the Algorithms

The algorithms correct first for the zero offset and sensor gain, and then calibrate the
working electrode ADC counts for the sensor-specific sensitivity (nA/ppm) and its
temperature correction. All algorithms subtract the WE offset from the measured WE
counts. The first three algorithms use the AE current as a zero offset with offset
temperature correction.
Algorithm 1 corrects the WE by subtracting the temperature corrected AE.
Algorithm 2 corrects the WE by subtracting the temperature corrected AE, scaled by the
ratio of the WE and AE sensitivities.
Algorithm 3 corrects the WE by subtracting the temperature corrected AE, then further
subtracting the difference in the offsets between the WE and AE.
Algorithm 4 ignores the AE and corrects the WE by subtracting a temperature dependent
generic offset. This will normally need an offset adjustment for best accuracy. Algorithm 4
works with both 3 electrode and 4 electrode electrochemical gas sensors
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4.2 Data Download
A graphical overview of the latest processed data is available from the Cloud allowing the
user to preview the data; a link is provide to download the full batch, including the raw
data and processed data. This data is provided in csv format suitable for viewing in a
spreadsheet or customer specific application.
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5 GETTING STARTED WITH THE AQGATEWAY SYSTEM
To use the AQGateway system, you must be a registered user. If you have not yet
registered, please do so now by contacting info@AQGateway.com

5.1

Download the AQGateway App

From Google Playstore, install the AQGateway App onto an Android device. On opening,
the App will request a one-off PIN. Complete the following steps:1.

Go to AQGateway.com. .

2.

Using your registered email address, logon to the website using the supplied
password as detailed in the dispatch email.

3.

On first login to the website, you will be asked to reset your password to a secure
password of your own choosing.

4.

Once successfully logged in, select [Get a PIN ] from the menu on the left.

5.

From the Get a Pin screen, Select [+ Get a Pin for a new gateway device]

6.

In the pop up box, enter a name that identifies your mobile / tablet android
Gateway device.

7.

A PIN number, which is valid for 3 hours, will be displayed.
You can generate a new PIN at any time if you need to add more devices or
reinstall the AQGateway App

5.2 Activate the AQGateway App
Return to the device on which you have installed the AQGateway App. Input the PIN
retrieved as detailed above into the App screen. This now activates the App. Within the
AQGateway app, you can establish a connection to your EDT and set the parameters for
data logging.
1.

Open the AQGateway App, which opens on the PICK YOUR EDT screen .
2.

On the PICK YOUR EDT screen, the ID of all EDT’s within
Bluetooth range will be. However, you can only
connect to the EDT registered to your organization.
If you are in the vicinity of EDT’s other than those
registered to you, they will be displayed but will

have a  symbol beside the EDT identifier indicating
that they are blocked.
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3.

Select your EDT– your EDT Identifier is on the side of the EDT casing and the EDT
management screen will open
The EDT management screen
Operating mode :- Static or
Roaming (Beta)
EDT information screen including
EDT memory usage, current
logging interval and battery
voltage. This can be refreshed at
any time
The data transfer commands
which initiates the data download
from the EDT and the data upload
to the AQGateway Cloud
Setting the logging interval with a
minimum of 1 second and a max
interval of 1 hour

4.

To erase any data collected during transit, select the Settings icon, at the top right of the
App Screen .

5.

This opens the Settings Screen which also provides information on battery voltage and
information about your EDT

6.

Select [Erase the EDT data] A
warning message will be
displayed. Select OK

7.

This will erase any data on on the
EDT ensuring that you have a fully
initialized EDT to start logging data.
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The EDT will shut down if the battery voltage is less than 2.9 volts.
The EDT will shut down if the battery voltage falls to below 2.9 volts. EDT battey
status is visible on the Settings screen on the App and is updated whenever the
App connects to the EDT or when the [Fetch EDT info] button is selected. Further
information in Appendix F

5.3 Select data logging mode
After completing the steps above, use the main EDT management screen to set the
parameters for your data logging session.
The first decision is whether to operate in Static mode or in Roaming mode.. Static mode is
the default operating mode and is most suitable for fixed site data logging or where
location data is not required. It is anticipated that this will be the mode most frequently
used.
Roaming mode is in Beta and is available for use. This mode is suitable for use when for
example, an area needs to mapped to locate hotspots. In order to use Roaming mode, the
AQGateway device must be in Bluetooth range of the EDT for the duration of the roaming
session. For further information on how to conduct a successful Roaming session, please
see the Roaming section in this document.

5.4 Set the Logging Interval on your EDT
Using the EDT management screen as outlined on Section 5.2, a logging interval can be
selected. The minimum logging interval is 1 second and the maximum interval is 1 hour.
Choose the logging interval which is most appropriate to your circumstances.
1.

From the EDT management screen in the AQGateway App, select the interval from the
drop down box

2.

Press [Update log interval]

3.

The log interval at the top of the screen will update once the change has taken effect.

The EDT is now logging data and will continue to do so until such time as the Download
Data button is selected.
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5.4.1

Data logging limits

The EDT will store approx 500,000 data logging records. If the EDT collects more than
500,000 records (7,142 blocks) then it will stop logging data until the EDT memory is erased.
Ensure that you upload data to AQ Gateway before erasing the memory – see section 5.1.2
The following table shows some file size examples for different logging sessions:
Logging Period

Log interval

No. of Records

No. of Blocks

1 day

5 seconds

17,280

247

1 day

5 minutes

288

4

1 week

30 seconds

20,160

288

1 week

5 minutes

2,016

29

1 month

30 seconds

87,264

1,247

1 month

15 minutes

32,724

47

3 months

30 seconds

262,080

3,744

3 months

15 minutes

9,828

140

5.5 Retrieving data and uploading to AQGateway Cloud
To access the data that has been recorded by your EDT, it must first be downloaded to a
Gateway device using the AQGateway App. Once the download is complete, the data
must then be uploaded to the AQGateway Cloud.

5.5.1

Download data from the EDT to the Android device and upload

The data download process bookmarks downloaded data so only data that has not
previously been downloaded is downloaded from the EDT.
To access your EDT data, complete the following steps
1.

Open the AQGateway App and from the PICK YOUR EDT screen, select the required EDT.

2.

Select [Download Data] – as data is downloaded, a progress bar is displayed.

3.

Once the download is finished, the progress bar disappears. The data is now
successfully downloaded onto your Gateway device.

4.

Select [Upload Data]. This will upload the batch to your account on AQGateway.com

5.

Once uploaded, your data is automatically processed in the Cloud at AQGateway.com

5.5.2

Considerations when downloading

When initiating a download process, please try to ensure that the download is not
interrupted. Data is downloaded from the previous download point, so data is not
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downloaded twice. A record block which is approximately 70 readings, takes approx 1
second to download. Some samples to download times are outlined in the table below.
No. of Records

No. of Blocks

Download time

288

4

<10 s

2,016

29

30 s

9,828

140

2 min

17,280

247

4 min

20,160

288

5 min

32,724

467

7 min

87,264

1,247

21 min

262,080

3,744

65 min

5.5.3

Alternative upload process

If you wish to delay the upload process or upload a number of datasets together, from the
Pick your EDT app screen, select the three dots at the top right of the screen
This will open the historic downloads
panel.

From here, you can see the status of all downloaded
datasets. To upload a dataset, select the cloud symbol;
delete a downloaded dataset by clicking the bin symbol.

5.6

Accessing the processed data

The EDT data is uploaded to the AQGateway Cloud and is processed as outlined in section 4
By logging onto AQGateway.com, the overall metrics of your activity are shown on the top
of the Dashboard screen.
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Scrolling down this screen, enables you to view the status of all batches associated with
your EDT and your organization

A search option is available if you wish to isolate a specific EDT. Type the last few numbers
of the EDT id to quickly locate batches related to that EDT.
Once the batch status changes to Processed, click on the batch line for further information.
This will open the Batch Detail screen.
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By selecting [Latest Results Download], a Zip folder with both raw and processed csv data
files will be downloaded. Full details of the downloaded files are in Appendix A
By selecting [View Latest Results], or clicking on the [Results] button, further details of the
batch can be viewed including a link to see a graphical preview of the data.
NOTE : The timeplots function provides a graphical overview of your data.
However, for more detailed view of the data, please download your data files to
review.
There is also an option to [Queue for reprocessing]. This enables an existing / historic batch
to be reprocessed and is an option that would be exercised if variables such as EDT
calibration offset had been updated.

Each invalid record is identified in the downloaded Raw data csv file.
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6 ROAMING - BETA
The Roaming function is currently in development but is available for trialing by users. This
function will allow users to rapidly map an area. While the overall approach is the same
irrespective of mode, there are some differences specifically:1.

The required logging interval must be set before the start of the Roaming session as
once the session is in progress, the parameters cannot be reset. This is unlike in a static
session where the interval can be changed at any time.

2.

When starting a roaming session, the phone/tablet must have Bluetooth and location
turned on and the EDT and must remain in Bluetooth range for the duration of the
Roaming session..

3.

Ensure that there is sufficient battery in your phone/tablet for the duration of the
Roaming session
4.

On selecting [Start Roaming], the app closes the

current logging session with a “preparing for roaming..”
message displayed.

The App then downloads any

previously undownloaded data from the EDT. Once this
download is completed,, a message box advising that a
roaming session is now underway appears.
5.

When the roaming session is complete, select

[Stop Roaming] on the app screen. A message box
“Roaming session is complete. Before starting a new
roaming session, please Download data” appears. Data
can be downloaded immediately or can be
downloaded later.
6.

When Data is uploaded to the AQGateway Cloud,

the type of batch from a Roaming session is identified as
EDTM rather than EDT which identifies a batch as being
recorded in Static Mode..
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7

GETTING THE BEST FROM YOUR EDT

7.1

The Erase Function

The Erase function is very power hungry. As the EDT can hold over 7,000 blocks of data –
approx 500,000 readings (as reported on the EDT management Screen in the App) , there is
no requirement to regularly erase data. However, it is good practice to ensure that you
have sufficient space available if planning a large data logging session. See section 5.4.1
for size guidelines.

7.2

The Download Function

When initiating a download function, please ensure that the process is not interrupted. For
example, moving out of Bluetooth range of the EDT when downloading and thus
interrupting the download process, may result in subsequent communication errors.

7.3

Datalogging

The EDT continuously records data with two exceptions. The EDT does not log when:

Data is being downloaded or



In the period between batteries being changed or connection lost during download,
and the subsequent connection of the EDT to the AQGateway App.

However, once the download is completed, or the EDT has been connected to the App after
a battery change, data logging will recommence. Be aware that if the download fails, e,g,
the phone runs out of battery during download or the communication is lost, the EDT will
not log data again until it is successfully selected in the App.

7.4 Advanced Users : Adjusting EDT preset baseline
Local environmental conditions may result in your data showing unusual concentration
values – negative or too high and this indicates that the EDT needs to be recalibrated for
this environment. This is due to the baseline being offset due to the local environment and
is resolved by shifting the concentration plots along the Y axis. [John – is in the Grafana
how to solve with raw / compensated csv files]
After correcting for the sensor zero current that was measured at Alphasense, you must
correct the zero offset when your single EDT or your EDT network is deployed. When you
have only one EDT then you do not have the advantages of using a network.
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If you have a network of EDTs in the same vicinity, then do the following steps:
1.

Overlay the traces in Grafana. Ignore any rapid peaks, look at the slowly changing
baselines. Select which algorithm gives the most reliable and repeatable baselines.
Alphasense has recommended a favourite and alternative algorithm for each sensor
type, but one of the other two algorithms may be best for your application.

2.

Adjust the offset for each EDT until the baselines for each are overlaid, especially at a
quiet time such as early mornings (2:00AM to 6:00AM) and weekends.

3.

You must choose a reference point and reference concentration. Ideally you select an
EDT which is co-located with a reference station (AQMS); you must know at a specific
time the reference station measured concentration. If that is not possible then pick a
quiet time and when the temperature and humidity are stable then set the
concentration to a reported average city value at that time (eg for NO 2 this will be
between 3 and 15 ppb in the early morning).

4.

Shift each EDT time plot to overlay the referenced EDT time plot and record the
newconcentrationset for all EDTs, the reference time and the temperature of each EDT
(the temperature will vary across the network).You do not need to record the relative
humidity

5.

You must now change this new concentration reading back into an offset for that EDT.
This is done by logging on to AQGateway.com and selecting [My EDTs] from the left
menu on the Home page and select the EDT for which you wish to correct the baseline..
This will take you to the EDT Info page. At the bottom right there is a box titled Update
Baseline Correction. You will be asked to select which algorithm you used and then to
enter the corrected gas concentration and temperature at that time. AQGateway will
determine the new offset and the offset (We0) will be modified: this can be seen in the
Calibrations coefficients listed just above the Baseline Correction box.

Repeat step 5 for each EDT, entering the same reference concentration.
You may need to correct the reference concentration for specific EDTs if they are located
at bus terminals or busy intersections where the gas concentration is always higher. You
will need to estimate the increased gas concentration or find previous city-wide models
which calculate the expected higher concentration.
If you have only one EDT and are near a reference station (AQMS), then co-locate next to
the AQMS for ideally 24 hours, but at least 30 minutes and ensure you have access to the
readings from the AQMS at that sampling time. Use the AQMS concentration as the
reference concentration at the reference time for entering as explained in step 5 above.
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8 FURTHER INFORMATION
Our FAQs section on www.AQGateway.com provides useful information.
You can also email us at info@aqgateway.com
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APPENDIX A: DOWNLOADED DATA FILES
Data is downloaded in a zip file that has the unique identifier of the batch as its name.
There are 6 files in this zip when the EDT was recording in STATIC mode. If the EDT session
was in ROAMING mode, an additional file of location data is downloaded. These files include
the raw data as well as the compensated data ensuring a full audit trail. The files are :settings.EDT_nnnnnnnnn.yaml

about the data file settings

log.EDT_nnnnnnnnn_01Jan20_120102.txt

status of data processing stage

EDT_nnnnnnnnn_01Jan20_120102.yaml

information about the data file

EDT_nnnnnnnnn_01Jan20_120102.hex

raw data file from the EDT

compensated. EDT_nnnnnnnnn_01Jan20_120102.csv

compensated EDT data

raw. EDT_nnnnnnnnn_01Jan20_120102.csv

raw (pre-processed) EDT data

EDT_nnnnnnnnn_01Jan20_120102._locations.yaml

Location info – ROAMING ONLY

File Contents
Data in the hex file is as the data was recorded by the EDT. Data in the “raw” file converts
this to decimal and also identifies records which are invalid. Data in the raw CSV file
converts the hex file and provides data as follows
Header title

Description

timestamp

Day/mo/yr_hr:min:sec in UTC

record_no

Begins with 1, consecutive increasing

temp

°C temperature 0.1 °C res’n (°F not available)

rh

Relative Humidity 0.1 % resolution

we_raw

Working Electrode reading

ae_raw

Auxiliary Electrode reading

we_count

Working Electrode A/D counts

ae_count

Auxiliary Electrode A/D counts

valid

True or false

bad_timestamp

True or false

validation

Identifies if record is invalid and to be excluded

Location

ROAMING MODE ONLY

Data in the compensated CSV files is arranged in comma separated values as follows:Header title

Description

timestamp

Day/mo/yr_hr:min:sec – in UTC

record_no

Begins with 1, consecutive increasing

temp

°C temperature 0.1 °C res’n (°F not available)

rh

Relative Humidity 0.1 % resolution

we_count

Working Electrode A/D counts

ae_count

Auxiliary Electrode A/D counts
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we_corrected

WE count with corrected offset subtracted

Algo_recommended

Recommended algorithm (1 to 4)

algo_used

Actual Algorithm used (1 to 4)

compensated_ppb

Compensated ppb using recommended algorithm

algo_alternative

Second best algorithm (1-4)

we_corrected_alternative

WE count with corrected offset subtracted

compensated_alter_ppb

Compensated ppb using altern. algorithm

ppb_1

Compensated ppb using algorithm 1

ppb_2

Compensated ppb using algorithm 2

ppb_3

Compensated ppb using algorithm 3

ppb_4

Compensated ppb using algorithm 4

LATITUDE

ROAMING MODE ONLY

LONGITUDE

ROAMING MODE ONLY

ALTITDUE

ROAMING MODE ONLY

NOTE: All Timestamps are in UTC
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APPENDIX B: SYSTEM SPECIFICATION
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APPENDIX C: CHANGING THE BATTERIES IN THE EDT
SAFETY
When changing batteries, the inner electronic module is exposed .

It is strongly

recommended that electrostatic precautions are taken and that batteries are
changed in a clean, dry area.
To fit or change batteries, please complete the following steps:

Unscrew the two halves of the EDT case to reveal the inner module of the EDT,
consisting of the main circuit board (PCB), sensor PCB and batteries.



The two batteries are located on the reverse side of the main PCB and are held
in place with standard AA battery terminals. Remove the exhausted batteries
and dispose of them, following local regulations for correct disposal of lithium
batteries.



Insert new batteries, observing the correct polarity as displayed on the labels..



Fit the inner module back into the outer case and check that the location key is
correctly aligned. Screw together the two parts of the outer case, taking care to
not over-stress the outer case thread. Check that the ‘O’ rings are seated
properly and have not become dislodged and replace the silica gel package if
it has fallen out.



The gas sensor will need time to stabilize after fitting new batteries. If the EDT
has been without power for more than 30 minutes then allow the sensor to
stabilize for at least two hours before collecting reliable data. After shorter
periods of no power to the EDT, allow at least 30 minutes for sensor stabilization.



After removing batteries, the EDT is in a non logging state. Once the batteries
have been replaced, restarting the logging will require that the AQGateway App
connects to the EDT. Once that connection is made, logging will start / restart.
NOTE: It can take up to 2 hours for the EDT readings to stablise after a battery
change. These readings should be discarded

CAUTION
When batteries are removed from the EDT, it will cease logging. Logging will only
restart once the AQGateway app has connected to the EDT.
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APPENDIX D: DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

Hereby, Alphasense Limited (UK) declares that the radio equipment type Electronic
Diffusion Tube (EDT) is in compliance with the following Directives: 2014/30/EU,
2014/53/EU, 2011/65/EU, 2012/19/EU and 2006/66/EC.

The full text of the EU declaration of conformity is available at the following internet
address: www.AQGateway.com
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APPENDIX E: SAFETY
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APPENDIX F: BATTERY MANAGEMENT, SUPPLY AND SAFETY
Battery management
Some activities are very power intensive and will impact on the EDT batteries
Battery life is largely affected by the energy required for Bluetooth broadcasting and
the frequency of logging. Also activities including erasing EDT data or regular
downloads from the EDT will reduce battery life. The table below gives typical battery
life for different usage profiles.
Download frequency

Logging interval

Battery life

Daily

30 seconds

7 months

Weekly

30 seconds

8 months

Weekly

15 minutes

8-9 months

Monthly

1 minute

9 months

Monthly

15 minutes

10 months

The Battery voltage is displayed on both the App Settings screen and on the EDT
Management Screen. The voltage will be an indicator of when batteries need to be
replaced. The batteries normally stay within 0.3V of each other during use. The EDT will
shut down if the battery voltage is less than 2.9 volts.
The EDT information can be updated by selecting the Settings button once the EDT is
selected. It is updated whenever the App connects to the EDT.

Battery supply
These batteries can be purchased online from many suppliers including Saft, Tadiran,
EEMB, and EVE.
SAFT

LS14500

EEMB

ER 14505

Tadiran

SL-760

EVE

ER 14505

Battery safety
Certain types of lithium batteries are a known fire hazard: if the batteries have low
internal resistance and can discharge rapidly, this will cause overheating of the
battery and rapid temperature rise, leading to a fire hazard. With lithium batteries the
internal fault is normally short circuiting between the cathode and anode but Lithium
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thionyl chloride batteries have a higher internal resistance and are considered one of
the safest lithium batteries. Tests in the EDT show that a shorted battery will heat the
EDT by only 5°C to 7°C, which is not enough to pose a fire hazard.
DO NOT ATTEMPT TO RECHARGE
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